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Abstract
This article outlines two common approaches within French Studies 
scholarship to the medical content of  literary texts: a discursive-
based approach designated here as ‘pathological’, and an approach 
focused on narratives of  the experience of  human suffering, illness 
and recovery designated ‘pathographical’. The article, aiming to 
situate French Studies scholarship in relation to Medical Humanities, 
identifies tensions between the two approaches before identifying 
common ground in adopting them productively in relation to works 
by Émile Zola – an archetype of  the ‘pathological’ author – and 
Marcel Proust, author of  the emblematic ‘autopathographical’ 
narrative. Both authors’ works contain numerous instances of  
‘medical humanities’ preoccupations, approachable from both 
‘pathological’ and ‘pathographical’ perspectives.
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From long before the advent of  Medical Humanities and since, 
there has been scholarly interest in the ‘highly dynamic conversation 
between literature and medicine’ (Moore, 2009, 183), specifically in 
the medical content of  literary corpora. By the fin de siècle, the texts of  
authors engaging with medicine – of  which Émile Zola is the present 
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article’s instructive archetype, inviting a dual critical approach it later 
deploys in relation to Proust – were being combed (e.g. in Zola’s case: 
Lombroso 1892, Segalen 1902, Nordau 1894) in order to evaluate 
the accuracy of  their representation of  pathological phenomena 
and therapeutic practice drawing on proliferating medical discourses 
disseminated over previous decades. The twentieth century saw 
scholarly identification of  medical sources of  literary works (e.g. 
Rhodes, 1930, Lapp, 1954), and, since the 1960s, documentation 
of  wider medical discourses with which authors engage, such as in 
Mitterand’s études of  the Rougon-Macquart novels (Zola, 1960-67). 
Genetic editions (e.g. Mitterand 2002, Sugaya 2007) drawing on the 
rich archival resource of  authors’ notes on medical writings expose 
significant overlap of  literary and medical discourses. Research 
into this extensive medical dossier has been facilitated by digitised 
medical treatises available online (e.g. on gallica.fr and biusante.
parisdescartes.fr). Literary scholars’ engagement with medicine 
has tended to identify medical themes in cultural artefacts, and to 
apply to explicitly medical artefacts (treatises, case histories, etc.) 
critical perspectives typical of  literary scholarship: identifying, for 
example, the literary qualities of  case histories as narratives, or 
situating cultural expression in relation to disciplinary discourses. 
Such engagement considers literary texts as discursive articulations 
– among others – of  medical theories, discoveries, practices, and 
institutional configurations.

To such long-established critical engagement with the 
medical in literature might be added current enthusiasm for Medical 
Humanities, key aims of  which since its 1960s origins in medical 
ethics have been formation of  better practitioners, improvement 
of  treatments through critical reflection on practice, the rendering 
intelligible of  human experience of  health, illness, treatment, 
recovery, and the interaction of  patients and others with the medical 
profession (Bleakley, 2015, 12-39; Greaves, 2001). These stated 
aims are not an immediately obvious fit with the epistemological 
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approaches outlined above, long staples of  medically-focused 
criticism without being labelled ‘medical humanities’, and at some 
remove from the latter’s therapeutic and formative dimensions: 
literary scholars have tended to remain in their own fields of  
expertise, rather than intervene in medical training. Their research 
would doubtless happen in the absence of  Medical Humanities, 
a label which many French Studies scholars have nevertheless – 
in practising “the pragmatics of  intellectual entrepreneurship” 
(Fitzgerald and Callard, 2016, 37) – been happy to apply to their 
approach to the medical content of  cultural artefacts. Examples of  
such content (drawing on the present author’s work) would be: the 
new ideology of  pharmacy under the Empire; disciplinary struggles 
around poisoning cases in the July Monarchy; hypodermics; belief  
in perpetual motion as indicator of  insanity (Duffy 2011, 2009a, 
2010). This approach’s methodology necessarily goes beyond 
genetic dossiers in order to situate literary texts and their extraliterary 
counterparts – including those without direct genetic connections – 
within larger genealogical contexts. Zola’s work is emblematic here. 
If  there is no single origin, for instance, of  the illness of  Le Docteur 
Pascal’s eponymous hero, situated, rather, within a literal genealogy of  
case studies (Duffy 2009a), we can say the same for the “provenance” 
(Foucault, 1994, 140-41) of  medical (arte)facts, whether we are 
discussing a novel with a medical protagonist, or one from which 
doctors are curiously absent, such as La Bête humaine, readable within 
several epistemological configurations. Proto-psychiatry alone sees a 
shift from the “acte sans raison” to the instinctive act on the part of  
the pathological subject no less dangerous for being reasonable, and 
a shift from monomania as “délire partiel” to a form of  monomania 
symptomatic of  degenerative illness grounded in instinct (Duffy 
2009b). La Bête humaine’s Jacques Lantier, displaying superficial 
symptoms of  Esquirolian monomania or Lombrosian born-
criminality, is in light of  these shifts more plausibly a degenerate 
‘anormal’, passing unnoticed by the criminal justice system, 
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curiously lacking expert alienists in a psychopathological novel from 
which doctors are largely absent. The text imbued with psychiatric 
discourse is the ‘doctor’; only the Zolian texte-psychiatre is wise to 
unseen danger.

This ‘epistemocritical’ approach focusing on pathologies 
and their discursive articulation, concerned not with well-being or 
improved practice but rather with “the power of  discursive objects 
in both their present and past formations” (Cryle and Moore 2011, 
2), does not have an obvious place within “Medical Humanities” 
as originally understood. Is such a label required to designate the 
engagement with medicine that discursively-focused criticism has 
been performing for decades? What indeed is the “place” (Cryle, 
Freadman and Lackerez, 1992) of  French Studies scholarship – 
grounded in a discursively-focused intellectual tradition – vis-à-vis 
Medical Humanities, and vice-versa? Where does it sit alongside 
a widespread literary-critical approach more closely aligned with 
founding Medical Humanities aims, centred on the representation by 
literary texts of  human experience of  illness, diagnosis and treatment, 
in which the “primal scene” (Whitehead and Woods 2016, 2-3) is 
the doctor-patient encounter? This approach, moreover, placing 
the human at the centre of  medicine, is frequently associated with 
a broader ethical aim of  improving medical practice by exposing 
practitioners to humanities values and perspectives. It is one now 
interesting French Studies researchers concerned with narratives 
of  illness, notably with “autopathographies” (Wilson et al 2016), 
distinguishable by their inclusion of  the human in their accounts 
of  illnesses which might otherwise be rendered dispassionately – as 
case history, for example – in “the impersonal discourse of  scientific 
objectivity” (Wilson, 2016, 1). These in turn are a subcategory of  
“pathographies” (Hunsaker Hawkins, 1993): broadly speaking, non-
clinical illness narratives produced by those experiencing illness or 
by those close to them.

While ‘pathological’ and ‘pathographical’ approaches are, 
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then, in many respects different, this does not mean that they are 
mutually exclusive, or that narratives, discourses, subjected to them 
cannot be simultaneously pathological and pathographical. So where 
and how do pathological and pathographical co-exist? Can ‘French 
Studies Medical Humanities’ scholarship find its place by asserting 
simultaneously the humanity of  the pathological and the discursivity 
of  the pathographical?

Again, Zola is instructive. Departing experimentally from 
‘epistemopathological’ practice, I have elsewhere (Duffy 2018) 
within an extended ‘pathographical’ model (admitting focalised 
third-person realist-mode narratives) presented a reading of  Zola’s 
representation of  suffering humanity in Lourdes, a novel humanising 
narratives of  illness and healing, and encouraging critical reflection 
on treatment, a text in which the principal element in the practice 
of  medicine is explicitly humanity. Rehearsing this reading briefly: 
Lourdes places the human – as opposed to the supernatural – at 
the heart of  sickness and recovery, by presenting a miscellany 
of  illness narratives – case histories, miracle tales, hagiographies 
(pathographically) religious or (pathologically) humanised – which 
privilege patients’ experience and human suffering. In Lourdes, 
the humanisation process takes place through narrative; doctors 
are incapable of  humanising suffering, which it falls to humanist 
narrative to do.

In Lourdes (where doctors are many but useless), as in La 
Bête humaine (a text short on doctors but long on pathological 
discourse), the Zolian text fills in for absent or incompetent 
(because inhumane) doctors. The novel, engaging with all aspects 
of  human experience, becomes a humanitarian instrument. Lourdes 
offers a model for medical humanism, both as scholarly approach 
and therapeutic practice, in placing the human at the centre of  
everything, in particular at the heart of  sickness and healing. At 
the same time, the novel contains extensive pathological discourse 
derived from medical texts on numerous conditions, and also 
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presents an exposition of  pathological aspects of  religious belief, 
“les atavismes de la foi” (Zola, 1922, II, 167). Zola, remaining no 
less the ‘experimental’, pathological novelist, puts the human at 
the centre of  his work and thereby asserts medical humanism as 
an ideology articulable by literary discourse. His œuvre thus lends 
itself  to both approaches, separately or in combination, offering 
a substantial medically-infused archive, a ‘pathologising’ agenda 
(particularly in the Rougon-Macquart) as well as a pathographical, 
humanising one (particularly in the post-Rougon-Macquart works).

The question remains, given Zola’s specificity, whether the 
dual approach to a discourse-rich archive of  medical humanism can 
be applied elsewhere. The remainder of  this discussion examines 
another author engaging with medical themes, albeit in a less 
systematic, expository and didactic manner than Zola: Marcel 
Proust. The purpose here is not to survey or evaluate the already 
much-discussed medical content of  Proust’s novel, but, as in Zola’s 
case, to identify some ‘medical-humanist’ preoccupations and 
themes from both pathological and pathographical perspectives.

There is plenty to say on the enormous amount of  medical 
discourse incorporated by Proust’s novel, very often from authors 
also consulted by Zola. This much can be seen simply in the technical 
medical vocabulary employed, or indeed in the plethora of  doctors 
whose ideas are represented (Morel, Ribot, Ravaisson, Charcot, 
Brissaud, Ballet, et al.). Serge Béhar, for whom (1970, 115) “[l]e 
roman de Proust est le seul exemple d’une intégration aussi large 
de la terminologie et de la séméiologie cliniques”, notes however a 
tendency for scholars of  Proust’s engagement with medicine to be 
medical specialists. This to an extent remains the case. Searches on 
major library catalogues for Proust and Medicine reveal that many 
publications listed are in specialist medical journals. Discussions of  
physiological phenomena tend to be limited: for example, discussion 
(Piccolino 2003, Schmidgen 2014) of  the Helmholtzian notion of  
“temps perdu” and the linked phenomenon of  “intermittences du 
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cœur”, both developed by Étienne-Jules Marey, does not go beyond 
highlighting their presence in the novel and Marey’s acquaintance 
with Proust père; conversely, these discursively powerful notions are 
largely overlooked in mainstream Proust scholarship1. 

Much discussion of  medicine in Proust tends unsurprisingly, 
given Proust’s background and illness, either to the medically specialist 
or to the biographical. Michael Finn’s “Health and Medicine” 
chapter (2013) in Proust in Context contains many useful pointers and 
relevant contemporary sources, but is somewhat biographical in its 
approach; the numerous references to medical texts are concerned 
with Proust’s having read them rather than with their manifestation 
in the novel. Elsewhere, Finn, acknowledging that Proust’s novel, 
“the fictional autobiography of  a neurasthenic”, is “a narrative of  
disease, […] in part because there is a medico-psychological context 
to the novel” (1999, 58), privileges the “familial, societal and literary 
components” of  that context (1999, 1) rather than the discursive 
ones. Finn’s analysis, though containing numerous references to 
contemporary medical treatises, tends towards the aesthetics of  the 
autopathographical, and moreover insofar as they relate to Proust’s 
own life. It also overlooks some key non-auto-pathographical accounts 
of  the illnesses of  others (for instance, the narrator’s grandmother, 
Swann, Bergotte). More recently, Naturel’s volume (2018) fulfils a 
‘Medical Humanities’ brief  of  gathering medical practitioners and 
literary scholars, and does include some discursive focus (notably 
Mueller’s on nineteenth-century writings on neurasthenia), but there 
is still strong emphasis on Proust’s personal experiences of  illness 
and on his medical family background. The articles on pathological 
conditions – again, most of  them Proust’s own – are mainly by 
doctors and psychoanalysts; the literary critics’ contributions tend to 
be biographical or concerned specifically with the narrator’s illnesses 
that are also Proust’s. One recent work by a non-practitioner to 
buck the pathographical and medical-specialist trends is Wright’s 
(2007), which identifies “quelques grandes pathologies” in Proust’s 
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novel and systematically contextualises them in their contemporary 
discursive milieux. Wright, moreover, convincingly links suffering 
and the various pathologies that surround it with those informing 
the sadistic cruelty that plays a key role in the narrative. As against 
works by medical specialists discussing Proust’s engagement with 
their specific fields, and biographical studies focused on Proust’s real-
life sources, Wright’s work is thoroughly comprehensive, focused on 
discourse, offering a model for ‘pathological’ scholarship.

Turning now to Proust’s text, we can concur uncontroversially, 
and pathographically, with Béhar (1970: 115) that “l’observation de 
la maladie occupe dans le roman de Proust une place de premier 
plan”. However, it is an oversimplification to refer to the observation 
of  “la maladie” tout court, as opposed to the observation of  specific 
illnesses by a particular sensibility grounded in a particular milieu, 
not least because of  the problematic nature of  a frequently implied 
if  not indeed openly asserted universality in a novel relentlessly 
articulating obsession with social distinctions, two pages into which 
we learn that midnight is

l’instant où le malade, qui a été obligé de partir en voyage et 
a dû coucher dans un hôtel inconnu, réveillé par une crise, 
se réjouit en apercevant sous la porte une raie de jour. Quel 
bonheur, c’est déjà le matin! Dans un moment les domestiques 
seront levés, il pourra sonner, on viendra lui porter secours. 
(CS, 4)

Paradoxically, this seems quite particular for a universal experience 
of  illness on the part of  a “malade” implicitly designated as universal 
by the definite article. Proust’s supposedly generic “malade” is clearly 
someone accustomed to hotels and summonable domestiques. It is 
of  course possible to read Proust’s novel in class terms and see its 
representation of  illness as being of  the upper-bourgeois experience 
of  illness. But the seemingly straightforward pathographie bourgeoise 
may also have a pathological dimension, or rather be marked 
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unusually by a class-based absence of  the pathological. Whereas 
Zola’s main configuration of  pathologically-driven narratives, the 
Rougon-Macquart, focuses on the bourgeoisie and working class, 
Proust appears to reserve pathologically transmitted characteristics 
for the aristocracy. Proust’s narrator makes a telling comparison 
between bourgeois and aristocratic families, observing of  the latter:

[O]n peut […] les suivre en remontant degré par degré jusque 
bien au-delà du XIVe siècle et retrouver les Mémoires et les 
correspondances de tous les ascendants de M. de Charlus […] 
dans un passé où une nuit impénétrable couvrirait les origines 
d’une famille bourgeoise, et où nous distinguons, sous la 
projection lumineuse et rétrospective d’un nom, l’origine et la 
persistance de certaines caractéristiques nerveuses, de certains 
vices, des désordres de tels ou tels Guermantes. Presque 
pathologiquement pareils à ceux d’aujourd’hui, ils excitent de 
siècle en siècle l’intérêt alarmé de leurs correspondants […]. 
(CG II, 225)

While the narrator (problematically) implies universality for 
experiences of  illness that are decidedly bourgeois, a class 
distinction is made for the discernible pathological (and uniquely 
familial) transmissibility of  degenerate vices, prevalent among the 
aristocracy, so much so that those who have inherited them, such as 
the sadistic Charlus, are conscious of  them. This contrasts further 
with the manifestation of  vice in the bourgeoisie, specifically that 
of  sadistic cruelty in the piano teacher’s daughter Mlle Vinteuil, 
who – as witnessed voyeuristically by the narrator – assents to 
and seeks sacrilegious pleasure in her lesbian lover’s desire to spit 
on her late father’s photograph (CS, 161). This is a form of  the 
sadistic vice, however, which the narrator holds is not inherent to 
her, not pathological. She may be susceptible to “la forme terrible 
et permanente de la cruauté” (CS, 163), which may amount to mere 
original sin, but she lacks the aristocratic discernment that would 
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allow her to see it within herself. The only genetic inheritance 
worthy of  mention in her case is “les yeux bleus de sa mère à lui 
[Vinteuil] qu’il lui avait transmis comme un bijou de famille” (CS, 
162). This inheritance, compared to a decidedly bourgeois and 
singular material artefact, is doubtless of  relatively recent acquisition 
compared to the inherited matter transmitted over centuries within 
the aristocracy. Mlle Vinteuil’s vice, moreover, is separate from her 
person; the “mal” is “extérieur” to her (CS, 162).

 The separation of  the illness, of  the “mal” from the person, 
is in fact a recurrent theme, as can be seen in a key pathographical 
narrative in Proust’s novel, that of  the narrator’s grandmother’s 
deathward decline, which contains, along with numerous interactions 
with doctors, numerous observations about the (supposedly 
universal) nature of  illness, including the following one:

C’est dans la maladie que nous nous rendons compte que 
nous ne vivons pas seuls mais enchaînés à un être d’un règne 
différent, dont des abîmes nous séparent, qui ne nous connaît 
pas et duquel il est impossible de nous faire comprendre: 
notre corps. (CG I, 288)

Again, there is an implicit claim to universality, both of  illness 
(“la maladie”) and of  those enduring it (“nous”). It might well 
be valid, but it is perhaps useful also to consider whether the 
ontological separation simultaneously implied and negated between 
body and human subject is one afflicting a specifically bourgeois                         
(auto)pathographical sensibility collectively embodied in the 
narrator’s “nous”.

Leaving aside this problematic claim to universality of  
experience, there is much in the narrative of  the grandmother’s 
illness that falls within the realm of  Medical Humanities as 
conventionally understood. This episode, straddling both parts 
of  Le Côté de Guermantes, displays awareness of  contemporary 
developments in medicine, namechecking Widal (CG I, 288), 
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Charcot (291), and others, and of  new drugs such as the “febrifuge” 
aspirin (289). It recognises that medicine is subject to human error 
as “un compendium des erreurs successives et contradictoires des 
médecins”, but still accords it respect as an evolving, self-correcting 
body of  discourse: “croire à la médecine serait la suprême folie, si n’y 
pas croire n’en était pas une plus grande car de cet amoncellement 
d’erreurs se sont dégagées à la longue quelques vérités” (288-89).

Truth itself  is privileged by the narrator as an object 
perceptible by the medical gaze when he endows Dr du Boulbon 
with “cette confiance sans limites que nous inspire celui qui d’un œil 
plus profond qu’un autre perçoit la vérité” (291). This doctor has 
been recommended for his grandmother by Bergotte, the author 
he admires, and it is worth reflecting on whether “celui qui d’un 
œil plus profond qu’un autre perçoit la vérité” is the doctor or the 
writer. The admiration between doctor and author is mutual, and the 
former uses discussion of  the latter’s novels as part of  his bedside 
manner, to the extent that the narrator believes him to be a littéraire 
manqué:

Je crus d’abord qu’il la faisait ainsi parler littérature parce que, 
lui, la médecine l’ennuyait, peut-être aussi pour faire montre de 
sa largeur d’esprit, et même, dans un but plus thérapeutique, 
pour rendre confiance à la malade, lui montrer qu’il n’était 
pas inquiet, la distraire de son état. Mais, depuis, j’ai compris 
que, surtout particulièrement remarquable comme aliéniste et 
pour ses études sur le cerveau, il avait voulu se rendre compte 
par ses questions si la mémoire de ma grand-mère était bien 
intacte. (292)

Here we have a number of  Medical Humanities themes: discussion 
of  literature as therapy, and literary discourse articulating 
contemporary medical discourse and practice, taking place in the 
doctor-patient ‘primal scene’.

The doctor is praised as being “pas moins lettré que savant” 
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in his counsel to the narrator’s grandmother to visit the Champs-
Elysées, on the grounds that “après avoir exterminé le serpent 
Python, c’est une branche de laurier à la main qu’Apollon fit son 
entrée dans Delphes”. Invested with classical culture, he embeds a 
medico-literary dialogue within his counsel, which also in its final 
part links classical history to present-day developments and technical 
jargon: “le laurier est le plus ancien, le plus vénérable et j’ajouterai 
– ce qui a sa valeur en thérapeutique, comme en prophylaxie – le 
plus beau des antiseptiques” (293). The combination of  classical 
erudition with contemporary technical expertise and terminology 
makes the doctor – a medical humanist par excellence – an effective 
practitioner among the social grouping to which the narrator and his 
grandmother belong. Du Boulbon also holds forth on connections 
between nervous disorders and creativity, constituting a dialogue 
between culture and medicine which also implies that creative 
output is the pathographical product of  a pathological creativity:

Cet homme qui n’osait pas tourner le cou de peur de 
s’enrhumer est le plus grand poète de notre temps. Ce pauvre 
maniaque est la plus haute intelligence que je connaisse. 
Supportez d’être appelée une nerveuse. […]. Tout ce que 
nous connaissons de grand nous vient des nerveux. Ce sont 
eux et non pas d’autres qui ont fondé les religions et composé 
les chefs-d’œuvre. […]. Nous goûtons les fines musiques, les 
beaux tableaux, mille délicatesses, mais nous ne savons pas 
ce qu’elles ont coûté à ceux qui les inventèrent, d’insomnies, 
de pleurs, de rires spasmodiques, d’urticaires, d’asthmes, 
d’épilepsies, d’une angoisse de mourir qui est pire que tout 
cela […]. (295)

These comments are comparable with those on invertis and creativity 
at the beginning of  Sodome et Gomorrhe, homosexuality seen by some 
as “le privilège des grands génies et des époques glorieuses” (SG, 
22). Nor is this kind of  medical discourse too far removed from that 
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of  Nordau (1894) and Toulouse (1896) in their linking of  creativity 
to varying forms of  degeneracy.

Du Boulbon continues in similar vein, arguing that even the 
doctor benefits from “nervosisme”: “Dans la pathologie nerveuse, 
un médecin qui ne dit pas trop de bêtises, c’est un malade à demi 
guéri, comme un critique est un poète qui ne fait plus de vers […]”. 
(CG I, 296). He argues further that the pleasure of  appreciation of  
art is also a function of  nervous illness, which it therefore makes no 
sense to cure completely.

Du Boulbon turns out to be wrong in his diagnosis and 
advice. The grandmother takes a downward turn precisely on 
the Champs-Elysées, suffering not from a nervous condition but 
from an “urémie”, prompting another doctor, Professeur E***, 
to conclude correctly that she is “perdue” (CG II, 8). Medical 
Humanities instruction as dialogue between lay and practitioners 
thus has its weaknesses, as the narrator foreshadows, also implicitly 
undermining his claims to universality of  patient experience:

Comme une grande partie de ce que savent les médecins 
leur est enseignée par les malades, ils sont facilement portés 
à croire que ce savoir des « patients » est le même chez tous, 
et ils se flattent d’étonner celui auprès de qui ils se trouvent 
avec quelque remarque apprise de ceux qu’ils ont auparavant 
soignés. (CG I, 293)

The upshot is that du Boulbon makes a presumptive remark (293-
94) about the narrator’s grandmother that corresponds in no way 
with her experience. Not all “maladies” are the same, then, despite 
the doctor’s lazy assumption – and the narrator’s elsewhere – that 
they are. 

 The two doctors who turn out to be correct are not 
pathographers but each in their own way pathologists. Dr Dieulafoy 
is a professor of  pathology, a bourgeois seen by the aristocratic 
Guermantes as any other ‘fournisseur’ (CG II, 27). In the ironically 
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comedic ritual of  the patient’s decline, he is seen by the narrator 
as embodying a particular ‘service’ (with its implicitly fixed class 
position):

Le docteur Dieulafoy a pu en effet être un grand médecin, 
un professeur merveilleux; à ces rôles divers où il excella, il 
joignait un autre dans lequel il fut pendant quarante ans sans 
rival, un rôle aussi original que le raisonneur, le scaramouche 
ou le père noble, et qui était de venir constater l’agonie ou la 
mort. (CG II, 32)

The other correct doctor, Professor E***, another bourgeois who 
causes “les usages” to be broken by being invited to a soirée mondaine 
at the Guermantes, is pathological in his attitude to illness and the 
running of  its course:

Il attachait beaucoup d’importance à ne jamais faire erreur de 
diagnostic. [I]l ne se rappelait pas toujours très bien, quand il 
n’avait vu qu’une fois un malade, si la maladie avait bien suivi 
le cours qu’il lui avait assigné. « Madame votre grand-mère 
est bien morte, n’est-ce pas ? » me dit-il d’une voix où une 
quasi-certitude calmait une légère appréhension. « Ah ! En 
effet ! Du reste dès la première minute où je l’ai vue, mon 
pronostic avait été tout à fait sombre, je me souviens très 
bien. » (SG, 41)

When the grandmother’s death comes, it is medicalised: “Le bruit 
de l’oxygène s’était tu, le médecin s’éloigna du lit. Ma grand-mère 
était morte.” (CG II, 34). The human individual is dissociated from 
objects and individuals in the world.

 Discernible in this narrative of  decline and death in Proust, 
ultimately, is a productive tension between pathography and a 
pathology implicitly informing it at the level both of  the event and of  
aesthetic creation, and also one between individual experience and an 
imagined universality of  human suffering problematised by class. An 
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overarching autopathographical narrative of  individual experience 
of  pathologically degenerative nervous illness, subtended by a 
wider social preoccupation with “degeneration, both of  the tainted 
individual and of  society itself ” (Finn 2013, 123), and underpinned 
by contemporary medical discourse on pathological conditions, is 
interspersed with medical commentary by lay narrator and medical 
practitioners, and contains various other pathographical accounts. 
Its numerous doctor-patient encounters offer implicit commentary 
on the specificity of  individual suffering, on links between illness 
and creativity, and, despite their diagnostic and therapeutic focus, 
also, as Sarah Jones (2019, 15) highlights in relation to nineteenth-
century fiction, allow the twentieth-century novelist “to appropriate 
medical discourses”. It can be seen that some co-existence between 
the discursive-pathological and the humanist-pathographical is 
possible, if  not indeed necessary and inevitable. In Proust as in 
Zola, the illness narrative posits sickness and suffering as essential 
elements of  being human. This comes across strongly, if  naively 
and optimistically, in the après-Rougon-Macquart, where sickness and 
healing form the basis of  a new, secular, rational medical-humanist 
‘faith’ replacing obscurantist interpretations of  suffering. In Proust, 
illness is the basis of  a realisation on the individual’s part of  an 
uneasy separation between subjectivity and the material, particularly 
the materiality of  the body. While the suffering individual is posited 
as generic, numerous implicit markers indicate a sensibility shaped 
by the experience of  being bourgeois under modernity; at the same 
time, hereditary pathology is shown to characterise the class most 
concerned about its hereditary bloodline. Ultimately, the works of  
both the modern and the modernist author assert the human, and 
the pathological is never far away in terms of  the innate human 
susceptibility to illness, or indeed of  the documentary reality of  
contemporary medical discourse incorporated into pathologically 
informed pathographical narratives.

University of  Kent
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___
1 Otis by contrast studiously avoids mention of  Proust in her important 
article (2002) on the topic, currently the subject of  a work in progress by 
the present author.
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